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The attached report, "Experimental Paving Projects Using 
Curtiss-Wright's Coal-Modified, Coal�Tar Binder (First Year Per­
formance)," by James F. Hardyman, represents the initial perfor­
mance studies for the project. Although it was quite evident during 
the first six months of study that there were significant differences in 
the test and control sections, it was decided to compile a full year of 
records before analyzing the data. Representatives from the Curtiss­
Wright Corporation were invited to make inspections twice during the 
first year (March and October). The construction -phase report on the 
project was distributed as a Highway Research Laboiratory report, by 
James F. Hardyman, dated June, 1960. The construction report lists 
data pertinent to the project's selection, design,and construction. 
Much of the information recorded prior to and during construction has 
been significant in the performance of the test and control sections. 
The objective of the project has been to compare Curtiss -Wright 
coal -modified coal-tar binder with normal specification asphaltic cement 
binders under identical conditions. As in all highway construction and 
operation, there have been some extraneous factors, but we believe that 
these have been minimized and that the basis for the findings are reason­
ably valid. 
It appears that after one year of traffic and weather, the CW 
Binder test sections do not compare favorably with the asphaltic cement 
control sections. As Mr. Hardyman has pointed out on pages 60 and 6 1, 
the CW 'Bindf'r pavements appear to be too hard and too brittle to provide 
a desirable wearing surface as tested. 
D. V. Terrell - 2 - March 1,1961 
We have been advised by the Curtiss -Wright Corporation that 
they are terminating their research efforts in the field of tar-based 
binders for road applications. However, we plan to continue the per­
formance studies on the test and control sections at somewhat less 
frequent intervals but as needed to evaluate the future performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report has been prepared as a sequence to the author's pub­
lication entitled, "Experimental Paving Projects using Curtiss -Wright's 
Coal- Modified, Coal-Tar Binder (Construction Phase)," 
The previous study was concerned with the selection of test sites, 
the construction of the test and control sections, and the laboratory 
investigation performed before and d uring the construction period. This 
project started in April, 1 959, when the Curtiss-Wright Corporation 
announced the development of a new and superior road-paving binder> 
utilizing bituminous coal. The development was the re suit of their 
research program conducted in an effort to find new uses for coal and 
coal products. 
The material had been subjected to a variety of laboratory tests. 
Some of the tests followed Standard ASTM Procedures , and others 
were developed to emphasize proposed desirable properties. The 
materials were produced in 1 -gallon batches; and, therefore, no quan­
tities were available for any road tests. 
Kentucky officials became quite interested in the material 
partly because of its reported volume uses of bituminous coal. The 
Commissioner of Highways and members of the engineering staff 
visited the Research Division Laboratories of Curtiss -Wright Corporation 
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at Quehanna, Pennsylvania. The material and it s laboratory testing 
were discus sed in detail. It was reasoned that the bituminous binder 
would need to be produced on a larger scale and that pavements would 
have to be placed and tested under traffic and weather to substantiate 
the laboratory tests. 
The Commis sioner of Highways entered into an agreement with 
the Curtis s-Wright Corporation, by which Curtiss-Wright would design, 
build, and operate a pilot plant (Fig. 1) to produce 3, 000 gallons per 
day of Curtis s-Wright Bindert.'. Kentucky agreed to place approximately 
150, 000 gallons of experimental binder in bituminous concrete test-
road project s under the same conditions as  asphalt cement. The pro­
ducers were attempting to supply a binder that would have the same 
hot-mix plant production temperature relations as  a sphalt cement. 
The contract wa s signed with the Curtis s -Wright Corporation 
on June 2 2, 1959. It was decided that because of the time involved 
and other factors that it would be nece s sary to arrange for change 
order s on existing bituminous concrete paving projects. Altogether, 
50 projects were considered by means of u sing available data in the 
Kentucky Department of Highways' files and by visual surveys. They 
* Hereafter referred to as CW Binder. 
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were studied for design variables such as traffic count, roadway 
clas sification and sy stem, existing pavement de sign, soil and geo­
logic areas, aggregates specified, and asphaltic cement materials 
specified. Of the original 50 projects reviewed, 13 sections were 
selected. 
For each section of roadway selected to be used a s  a test for 
the CW Binder, a compar able section -- in base, traffic, etc. 
was selected on which either PAC 5 or PAC 7 asphaltic binder mix 
was u sed according to the original contract. This control section 
was for comparison in the field evaluations of the experimental ma­
terial. 
Table l gives the locations of the test and control sections 
u sed to evaluate the new bin der. Note that the test sites are scattered 
over much of the state. Also, observe that special attention was 
given to the selection of test projects in the eastern and western coal 
producing regions of the state where the interest in this work was very 
high. Eleven of the projects selected were re-surfacings; two were 
initial treatments. 
The project s constructed were located in 12 counties and con­
tained 13 test sections. Ten and two-tenth s miles of pavement were 
placed using the experimental binder. A total of 11, 0 29.31 tons of 
material containing 150, 900 gallons of the CW Binder and 4, 700 
gallons of R T.ol 2 was involved, 
"' 
Group No. 
S.P. Gr. 6 
S.P. Gr. 11 
Urban 
S.P. Gr. 11 
Rural 
S.P. Gr. 16 
S.P. Gr. 18 
S.P. Gr. 31 
S.P. Gr. 32 
S.P. Gr. 37 
S.P. Gr. )8 
S.P. Gr. 45 
S.P. 54-140 
I.T. Gr. 14 
I.T. Gr. 22 
County 
Allen 
Lalll'el 
Laurel 
Garrard 
Magoffin 
Nelson 
Jackson 
Eo wan 
Perry 
Franklin 
Hopkins 
Warren 
:Hockcastle 
LOCATION 
TABLE 
OF TEST AND 
I 
CONTROL SECTIONS 
Route Boad 
Ky. 101 Scottsville-Smiths Grove 
u.s. 25 London-Mt. Vernon 
u.s. 25 London-Corbin 
Ky. 39 Lancaster-Crab Orchard 
Ky. 114 Saylersville-Prestvneburg 
U.S. 31-E Louisville-Bardstown 
u.s. 421 McKee�anchester 
u.s. 60 Morehead-Glive Hill 
Ky. 699 Cornettsville-clover Fork 
u.s. 460 Frankfort-Georgetown 
Ky. 70 Madisonville-Central City 
I.y. 185 Lake Road 
Ky. 618 West Jones Creek�l Road 
Location of Test Section 
Begins at Courthouse Square 
in Scottsville and extends 
north 0.5 mile 
Begins at 5th St. and 
extends north on Main St. to 
l)th St., distance of 0.5 mile 
Begins 1.0 mile north of the 
northern city limit of Lily 
and extends north 0.9 mne 
Begins 0.8 mile north of 
Lincoln-Garrard County line and 
extends north 0.9 mile 
Begins 0.1 mile east of Ky. 7-
Ky. 114 junction in Salyersville 
and extends east 0.8 mile 
Begins O.J mile n�rth of post 
office in Cox1s Creek and 
extends north 1.0 mile 
Begins 3.3 miles north of the 
northern city limit of Tyner 
and extends north 1.0 mile 
Begins 0.1 mile west of the 
Rowan-Carter County line and 
extends west 0.9 mile 
Begins 4.4 miles south of the 
Ky. 7-Ky. 699 junction and 
extends south 1.1 miles 
Begins 0.9 mile west of the 
Franklin-Scott County line and 
extends west 0.6 mile 
Begins at the Ky. 70-Ky. 85 
junction and extends east 
1.0 mile 
Begins 0.9 mile west of Sand 
Hill Cbnrch and extends 
north 0.5 mile 
Begins 1.0 mile east of Ky. 70-
Ky. 618 junction et �1 and 
extends east 0.5 mile 
Location of Control Section 
Begins 2.3 miles north of Court­
house Square in Scottsville and 
extends north 1.0 mile 
Two sections, (1) beginning at 13th 
St.,extending north on Main St. 0.3 
mile to 18th St. (2} beginning at 
Dixie St., extending north on Main 
St. 0.2 mile to 4th Street 
Begins 1.9 miles north of northern 
city limit of Lily and extends 
north 1.0 mile 
Begins 3-5 miles north of the 
Lincoln-Garrard County line and 
extends north 1.0 mile 
Begins 1.0 mile east of Ky. 7-
Ky. 114 junction in Salyersville 
and extends east 1.0 mile 
Begins at the northern end of the 
Cox Creek Bridge and extends 
north L 0 mile 
Begins 2.3 miles north of the 
northern city limit of Tyner and 
extends north 1.0 mile 
Eegins 1.1 miles west of the 
Rowan-Garter County line and 
extends west 1.0 mile 
Begins 5.5 miles soath o� Ky. 7-
Ky. 699 junction and extends 
south 1.0 mi1.e 
Eegins at the Fr.anklin-Scott 
County line and extends west 
0.9 mile 
Eegins 1.0 mile east of the 
Ky. 70-Ky. 85 junction and extends 
east 1.0 mile 
Begins 1.4 miles vest of Sand 
Hill Church and extends 
north 0.5 mile 
Begins 1.5 miles east of Ky. 70-
Ky. 618 junction at Qnail and 
extends east 0.5 mile 
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During the year since construction of the test sections, the 
Research Division of the Kentucky Department of Highways has been 
continuously evaluating this binder. Tests in the laboratory and field 
have been run to support the information gained from visual surveys. 
Movie films and still photographs have been made before paving and 
immediately after paving. Also, additional still photos were made 
six months and one year after paving. 
The movie films, still photographs, visual surveys, laboratory 
and field tests, all taken as part of the first year's performance 
study, indicate that the experimental binder, as tested in the 13 field 
test installations, has not compared favorably with the control asphaltic 
binder sections. In making this conclusion, it is significant to again 
state that the CW Binder sections were prepared with the same equip­
ment, temperatures,and aggregate gradation used for the asphaltic 
binder control sections. 
This report covers the Research Division's work in collecting 
and evaluating the data taken during the first year's observation of 
roads using the experimental CW Binder. 
II.  VISUAL PERFORMANCE SURVEYS 
The most re liable data that has been collected on the project 
are visual performance surveys. Although these surveys were made 
before paving and each month after paving for both the test and control 
sections for the first year, only the visual performance surveys taken 
immediately after paving, six months after paving, and one year after 
paving are included in the Appendix of this report , The data in these 
surveys are much more detailed and, therefore, contain most of the 
information gained in the monthly observations . Also, the still photo­
graphs and field tests were made at these same time intervals and are 
available to substantiate the visual surveys . 
The performance maps (with the legend explaining the symbols) 
for each test and control se ction are in Appendix "A". Symbols in 
black are for the survey taken imme diately after paving, green for 
the survey taken six months afte r paving, and red for the survey taken 
one year after paving. Failures were recorded on the maps in the 
color designating the time that they were first observed. Then, unless 
they healed, or the condition changed, no notation was made of them 
on the following surveys . 
Following is a discussion of each of the 1 3  test projects in 
regard to their visual performance surveys . 
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_ll.llen Cou!l:!L:: Ky. 1 01 {Sp Gr 6) 
Test Section (ADT* 1 025) - As shown by the performance maps 
on pages A-.3 and A-4, there is a limited number of failures on this 
section. The base -- three inches traffic-bound macadam, three inches 
waterbound macadam, two inches bituminous road mix -- on which the 
CW Binder mix was placed appears to be adequate from Sta. 0 + 00 to 
Sta. 19 + 69. This is an urban portion of mostly level terrain with curb 
and gutter type construction . Most of the failures noted in this part of 
the test section are due to deficiencies in the surfacing material. The 
areas of transverse hairline cracking were caused by the paver pulling 
the hot-mix. The reader can see on the strip maps where some of 
this cracking has healed. In most cases, the CW Binder mix hardened 
upon cooling and became rather brittle with the cracks tending to en­
large. This brittleness property is again noted in that many of the 
construction joints (both transverse and longitudinal) opened soon after 
construction and are beginning to ravel. It should be noted that the 
three patched places around Sta. 5 + 00 near the downtown area of 
Scottsville are over places where tire chains have scarred the surface. 
Although the base of the northern 5 00ft. i.s of the same design 
as the previously discussed portion of the test section, it is on a 
* ADT - Average Daily Traffic 
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rather steep grade and some vertical movement has been taking place. 
Waviness (Fig. 2) deve loped and a large number of cracks (page A - 4) 
resulted. Also , 40°F to 50°F air te mperatures and a slightly damp pave ­
ment at the time of placement made it difficult to get an ade quate tack 
coat over most of this part of the test section . Emulsified asphalt of 
grade RS-1 was used for the tack. 
Control Section (ADT 625) - Performance maps on pages A-5 
and A-6 show that this PAC 7 asphaltic binder section has a larger 
number of failures than the test section. Note that a majority of the 
transverse hairline cracks observed immediately after paving have 
c losed. Most of the serious failures deve lope d during the period be ­
tween the last two visual surveys. Movement of an unstable base - ­
five i n c h e s  traffic- bound macadam, one and one - half inches bitu­
minous road mix - - appears to be the source of the longitudinal cracks 
and edge patches recorded on the maps. A number of the failures 
noted in a survey taken before paving ( Fig. 3) are now noticeable in 
the newer surface (Fig. 4). Some of these areas, such as the one shown 
in Fig . 4, have been patched twice. 
-
0 
Fig. z. Edge Cracking and Shoving Near Northern End of 
Allen County Test Section {Immediately After Paving). 
Fig. 3, Extensively Pat(ihed Areas Over Base Failures Near 
Middle of Allen County Control Section (Before Paving). 
Fig. 4. Patch Over Edge Settlement Near Middle of Allen 
CC?Ullty ControL Sec�ion {One Y�ar After Paving). 
This s�me type of failure was noted in this area 
during a �urvey taken before paving. 
- ll -
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Laurel County - US 25 (Sp Gr ll -Rural) 
Test Section (ADT 1 1 ,  000) - This section consists of a 900-ft. 
portion of pavement using 2-component (R T-12 and powdered coal) 
CW Binder, 900-ft. portion using R T- 12 binder, and a 2700- ft. portion 
using a 3-component (RT- 1 2 ,  high boiling cresote oil , and powered 
coal) CW Binder. The performance maps on pages A-7 and A-8 itlus­
trate that the surface over all of this section is failing badly. The base 
of seven inches of waterbound macadam , two inches of bituminous binder, 
and one and one-half inches of bituminous plant mix is stable and does 
not appear to be the cause of any of the failures. Paving was performed 
in temperatures ranging from 28 ° F  to 40 ° F ,  and this hampered the con­
struction crew in obtaining a smooth, compact surface. This caused 
an abundance of transverse hairline cracking , the majority of which 
have become progressively worse. Als o ,  as shown in Fig. 5, a surface 
of extremely rough texture developed. Again , there were numerous 
cases where the centerline and transverse construction joints opened 
soon after paving. Figure 6, taken immediately after paving; F ig .  7 ,  
taken six months after paving; and Fig. 8 ,  taken one year after paving, 
show how an area around a transverse joint has deteriorated progres­
sively since construction . As the strip maps show, this has happened 
in six different places. These areas were paved with cold material,  
since in each instance the paver was being cleaned out and emptied 
Fig. 5. A Comparison of the Texture of Rural Test Section 
(Right) and Rural CmHrot Section (Left) in Laurel 
County (One Year After Paving). 
Fig. 6. Uneven Transverse and Longitudinal Joints Near 
Sta. 34 + 75 of Rural Test Section in Laurel County 
(Immediately After Paving). 
- 13 -
Fig. 7·, Raveling Near Joint at Sta. 34 + 75 of Rural Test 
Section in L,.aurel Cou,nty (Six Months After Paving). 
Fig. 8. Patching Near Joint at Sta. 34 + 75 of Rur;il Test 
Section in Laurel County (One Year After Paving). 
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to ready it for a change in binder or to switch to the other lane, 
E vi d e n t l y ,  the fast setting experimental mixes had become too hard 
to compact adequately, Some patching was done on these parts of the 
test section within six months after paving, 
Although the portions of the test section surfaced with the 2-
component CW Binder and the RT- 1 2  binder mixes show some failures, 
they look much better than the surface paved with 3 - component CW 
Binder, One explanation for this is that these two materials were 
placed during the warmer part of the day, Also, there has been a ten­
dency for some failures in the R T- 1 2  portion to heal during the warm 
summer temperatures. 
Control Section (ADT ll, 000) - The performance maps for this 
PAC 5 asphaltic binder section are on pages A- 9 and A- 1 0, As poi nted 
out by the visual surveys, this roadway is practically free of failures 
of any kind, The base, which is of the same construction as in the 
test section , is very good, The surface , as illustrated in Fig, 9, is 
compact and smooth textured, A few instances of edge cracking have 
been noted, Most of these occurred where the pavement had been 
extended to a greater width than the old surface, Figure 1 0 ,  taken 
near Sta, 95 + 00, shows one of two areas of cracking caused by a 
slight displacement of the base, They have not changed in the last six 
months, 
Fig. 9. General V iew of Rural Control Section in Laurel 
County (One Year After Paving). 
Fig. 10. Cracked Area Near Sta. 95 + 00 of Laurel County 
Rural Control Section. There appears to be vertical 
movement of surface structure here. Water has been 
observed flowing from the cracks in the surface indi­
cating an intercepted water table (six months after 
paving). 
- 16 -
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Laurel County - US 25 (Sp Gr 1 1  - U rban) 
Test Section (ADT 1 4 ,  150) As shown by the performance 
maps on pages A-ll and A- 12,  a large amount of new failures have 
developed between each survey. A minimum of these trouble areas seems 
to be caused by the base . Two and one-half inches of bituminous plant 
mix, one inch of rock asphalt, and eight inches of waterbound macadam 
combine to make a stable fonndation for this experimental surface. Level 
terrain and curb and gutter construction also aid in providing adequate 
drainage. The large amount of patching noted throughout this section 
has been necessitated by the fact that the CW Binder mix had raveled 
away until the old surface was exposed (Fig. ll). Some of these patches 
are over scars caused by tire chains used to aid travel through snow , 
but most of them cover places where the pavement has been worn away 
by traffic. Note the fine aggregate presumably torn from the surface 
by traffic , laying along the sides of the street in Fig. 1 1 .  The one 
area of severe cracking (Fig. 12) is over a leveling patch put down 
prior to paving. Therefore ,it must be assumed that vertical rnovement 
has caused this trouble. As on most of the test sites , the construction 
joints are uneven and open . The parking lanes have been scarred by 
tire chai ns, but the deeper raveled areas are not prevalent. In these 
lanes, the traffic has not worn the fine aggregate away from the mix. 
Fig. 11. Raveled Area Near Middle of Laurel County 
Urban Test Section (Six Months After Paving). 
Fig. 12. Cracking Over Leveling Patch Near 11th Street 
of Laurel County Urban Test Section (One Year 
After Paving). 
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Control Section (ADT 1 4 ,  150) - Performance maps on pages 
A-1 3  and A- 1 4  show that this section has very few failures . The base, 
terrain, and type of construction are the same as for the test section. 
The PAC 5 asphaltic binder c ontrol section is divided into two portions, 
one north and the other south of the test section. The southern portion 
has two small places of bleeding and one scar caused by a tire chain. 
A few more failures have developed on the northern portion of the con­
trol section and most of these have required patching. Tire chain scars 
made by vehicles coming onto the roadway from adjoining side roads 
and business e stabtishments account for practically all of the patches. 
The cracking noted near 1 8th Street has just recently developed and is 
accompanied by a wavy condition signifying a slight amount of bas!" 
movement. 
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Garrard CountY.- Ky" 3 9  (Sp Gr 16) 
Test Section (ADT 1070) - The performance maps on pages A-15 
and A- 16 show that this section has a few serious failures" The north-
ern part of this test site has a much better base than the southern" 
From Sta" 234 + 25 to S ta" 277 + 00, the base - -two and one- half inches 
b i t u m i n o u s plant mix, nine inches waterbound macadam -"' appears 
to be adequate" Nearly all of the failures in this part of the CW Binder 
test section are due to deficiencies in the surfacing materiaL Areas 
of transverse hairline cracking and long strips of open centerline joint 
are prevalenL The faulty conditions around Sta" 240 + 00 and Sta" 2 74 + 
00 (Fig" 13) have been caused by the pavement slipping" A lack of the 
RS- l tack coat or the inability of this type of tack coat to work ade­
quately with the tar products led to this movemenL Again, the surfacing 
material around the transverse joints deteriorated to a state which 
necessitated patching { Fig" 14)" 
From Sta" 277 + 00 to the southern end of the test section, the 
base - - two and one-half inches bituminous plant mix , two inches 
bituminous road mix� five i n c h  e s water bound macadam � � is weaker 
and less stable" Some vertical displacement with cracking is noted" 
The large area of segregated mix around Sta" 282 + 00 developed soon 
after paving and seems to be caused by raking and handw o r k  on the CW 
Binder mix after it had started to set- up" Some trouble with the paving 
equipment delayed construction operations near this end of the projecL 
Fig. 13. Slippage Failure Near Sta. 274 + 00 of Garrard 
County Test Section (Six Months After Paving). 
Fig. 14. Deteriorated Area Around Transverse Joint 
Near Middle of Garrard County Test Section 
(One Year After Paving). 
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Control Section (ADT 1 300) - By observing the performance 
maps on pages A- 1 7  and A- 1 8, the reader can see that this PAC 5 
asphaltic binder section is performing adequately. Again , the two bases 
discussed previously as supporting the test section are present. The 
roadway from Sta. 0 + 00 to Sta. 26 + 00 covers the older, less stable 
base, while the other part of the contra l section is over the newer, 
thicker one. However, on the control section , only two small areas 
of rave ling and a few short strips of edge cracking were noted. The 
raveled place at Sta. 47 + 00 developed around a transverse construction 
joint where some hand work was done with cold material, and the edge 
cracking developed when the new pavement extended over the old surface. 
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Magoffin CounJ:y_: Ky. 1 14 (Sp Gr 1 8) 
Test Section (ADT 1075) - This section was almost entirely 
void of failures for the first six months; but, as shown by the strip maps 
on pages A- 1 9  and A-20,  a large amount of longitudinal cracking has 
developed since then. The base - - one and one- half inches bituminous 
plant mix, two inches bituminous binder , seven inches water bound 
macadam - - appears to be the cause of most of the tr oubles. This 
mix seemed to retain enough flexibility to conform with the base move­
ment for a while, and then began to fail. Figure 15 is an illustration 
of the type of cracking that covers large areas of this test section. 
Edge cracking, open joints, and tire chain scars (Fig. 1 6) are also 
prevalent. The degeneration of this CW Binder test sec tion has been 
rapid. 
Control Sec tion (ADT 1 075) - Performance maps on pages A - 2 1  
and A - 22 reveal that this PAC 7 asphaltic binder surface has very few 
failures. Although the base , paving conditions, and type of construc­
tion are the same as in the test section, only a few short edge cracks 
and two places of cracking over old base failures are visible. The 
pre- paving survey revealed the unstable area illustrated in Fig. 1 7, 
and the cracks in Fig. 1 8  have resulted. 
Fig. 15, Area of Severe Cracking Around Sta. 49 + 50 of 
Magoffin County Test Section (One Year After 
Paving). 
Fig. 16. Chain Scar Damage Around Sta. 17 + 00 of 
Magoffin County Test Section. Note location 
near center of photo where a hole has been cut 
completely through the surface course (six 
months after paving). 
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Fig. 17 o Patch Over Base Failure at Sta. SO + 00 of 
Magoffin County Control Section (Before Paving) o 
Fig. 18o Cracking Over Old Base Failure a,.t Sta. 80 + 00 
of Magoffin County Control Section (One Year 
After Paving) 0 
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Nelson County- US 31E (Sp Gr 3 1 )  
Test Section (ADT 2825) - As illustrated by the performance 
maps on pages A - 2. 3  and A - 24 ,  transverse cracking and raveling cover 
much of this section, The base - - one and one-half inches bituminous 
plant mix, two and one-half inches rock asphalt , eight inches water­
bound macadam , six inches traffic- bound macadam - - is the thickest 
and amongthe most stable involved in this study, The old surface, 
which was 1 0  years old , was badly worn and had begun to deteriorate, 
and it seems that these failures are reflecting through the CW Binder 
mix, An illustration of this is shown in Figs, 1 9  and 20 , Figure 1 9  
was taken near Sta. 3 70 + 00 before paving and reco:rds the type of 
transverse cracking noted in the northbound lane between Sta, 360 + 00 
and Sta, 370 + 00, The reader can observe from the performanc e  maps 
and from Fig, ZO that these cracks hav<l already developed in this 
part of the test section, Large areas of raveling and numerous places 
of transverse hairline cracking have become visible in the last six 
to eight months, and it is apparent that the CW Binder mix began to 
lose f lexibility at that time, This project was constructed with two 
pavers, which enabled the construction crew to get a much better 
centerline joint than when one paver was used , One lane qf the quick­
setting CW Binder mix did not get a chance to harden before the other 
was laid. Some of the first truck loads of mix placed on this project 
Fig. 19. Area of Transverse Cracking Near Sta. 370 + 00 
of Nelson County Test Section (Before Paving). 
Fig. 20, Transverse Cracks Reflecting Through CW 
Binder Mix Near Sta, 370 + 00 of Nelson County 
Test Section (One Year After Paving). 
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failed to set up properly, and about 20 ft.  starting at Sta. 3 2 1  + 60 had 
to be removed and rep laced. As can be seen in Fig. 2 1, the CW 
Binder mix that was used to replace the faulty material did not bond 
with the surrounding experimental pavement. This plus the fac t  that the 
RS- 1  tack coat was not increased have caused most of the CW Binder 
mix to fail in this area. Figure 22 shows this place as it now looks 
after being patched wi th an asphaltic binder material. 
Control Section (ADT 2825) - This PAC 7 asphaltic binder 
section is practically free of failures although it was paved over the 
same base and under the same conditions as the test section. The 
area of excessive bleeding shown on the performance maps on pages 
A- 25 and A-26 resulted from a very rich leveling patch noted on a 
pre-paving survey. The scattered places of raveling and the two small 
patches were the result of the pavement being cut by tire chains. 
Fig. 21. Unsatisfactory Bond Between CW Binder Mixes 
at Sta. 321 + 60 of Nelson County Test Section 
(Immediately After Paving). 
Fig. 22. Raveled and Patched Area at Sta. 321 + 60 of 
Nelson County Test Section (One Year After 
Paving). 
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Jackson County - US 421 (Sp G_r 32) 
Test Section (ADT 1350) - The lack of any serious failures for 
the first six months after paving led most of the evaluating personnel 
to rate this as the best CW Binder test section. The base - - five inches 
bituminous plant mix, five i n c h e s  traffic··bound macadam -- was 
performing adequately, except in known trouble areas (Fig. 23). 
Displacement and the resulting cracks (Fig. 24) are forming over these 
places. Again, 2 -paver construction has apparently solved the pro-
blem of open centerline joints. Some of the hairline cracking, caused 
when the pavers dragged, healed during the warm v!eather immediately 
after paving. Then, as recorded on the performance maps on pages 
A- 27 and A-28 , in the last six months a large amount of longitudinal 
cracking has developed in the wheel tracks. Again the hardness of the 
CW Binder mix has prevented it from flexing with its base as the traffic 
passes over it. This type of cracking (Fig. 25) extends practically 
from one end of the test section to the other. 
Control Section (ADT 1 350) - As shown by the performance maps 
on pages A-29 and A-30,  this PAC 5 asphaltic binder section is perform­
ing adequately, even though there is a large amount of edge cracking. 
This cracking has resulted from extending the new surface to a somewhat 
greater width than the old pavement in an area where the shoulders were 
narrow and weak. The five patches recorded resulted from deep tire 
chain scars cut into the pavement in the areas where si de roads join 
this main highway. 
Fig. 23. Unstable Base Conditions Near Sta. 405 + 00 of 
Jackson County T� st Section (Before Paving). 
Fig. 24. Cracking Over Unstable Base Near Sta. 405 + 00 
of Jackson County Test Section (One Year After 
Paving), 
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Fig. 25. Longitudinal Cracking Common to Jackson County 
Test Section (One Year After Paving). 
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Rowan County �" US 60 (Sp Gr 37) 
Test Section (ADT 2407) � A  dense surface , with little loss 
of the fine aggregate, makes this one of the best appearing test sections. 
This pavement was placed with a 7. 0 percent binder content as compared 
with 6. 9 percent for all other test sections. It was the first test section 
constructed and , therefore, had a longer period of summer temperatures 
for pneumatic compaction from traffic before winter conditions prevailed. 
A thick, stable base of one inch of bituminous plant mix, two inches of 
rock asphalt, four and one -half inches of bituminous road mix, six 
inches of water bound macadam, and four inches of traffic- bound creek 
gravel has adequately supported this roadway in all but one place near 
Sta. 11 + 50 where the edge was deformed and had to be patched. As 
noted in the visual performance surveys ( pages A-31 and A� 32), there 
is a great amount of edge cracking. The failures, illustrated in 
Fig. 2 6 ,  have formed where the shoulders are narrow and where the 
new surface extends to a greater width than the old pavement. The 
brittleness of the CW Binder mix causes this type of failure to develop 
quickly from hairline cracks to severe longitudinal openings. 
Control Section (ADT 2225) - This PAC 5 asphaltic binder sec-
tion is in excellent condition. The base, which is of the same construc­
tion as that under the experimental pavement, has failed in only one 
area near Sta. 89 + 00. The cracking {Fig. 27) that formed immediately 
Fig. 26. Edge Cracking Common to Rowan County Tz st 
Section {One Year After Paving�. 
Fig. 27. Longitudinal Cracking Over Unstable Base at Sta. 
89 + 00 of Rowan County Control Section (Irr1mediately 
After Paving). 
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after paving has healed considerably since the n .  Small strips of 
hairline cracking ( performance maps on pages A-3 3 and A - 34) and 
a [arge number of pop-outs between Sta . 101 + 0 0  and Sta . 108 + 0 0  
are the only other failures on this control section. 
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Perry County - Ky. 699 (Sp Gr �8)  
Test Section (ADT 1 125) - The base of one and one-half inches 
of bituminous road mix and three inc hes of traffic- bound macadam is 
weak, and the old surface had worn badly (Fig. 2 8). This and the fact 
that the CW Binder mix here was open textured have caused the test 
section to fait in a number of places. As illustrated by the performance 
maps on pages A- 35 and A- 36, transverse hairline cracking, segregated 
areas, and open construction joints are prevalent on this section. The 
faulty approaches to the railroad crossing near Sta. 6 + 50 are a result 
of trying to do handwork with the quick- setting CW Binder mix. The mix 
hardened before the rollers could compact it adequately. The longitudinal 
and alligator crac king shown in Fig. 2 9  may have resulted from mini­
mum thickness of surfacing caused by previous maintenance patching 
leaving high spots in the old surface. Traffic in this super-elevated 
c urve crumbled the brittle pavement. The southbound lane of Sta .  26 
+ 00 through Sta. 3 1  + 00 was laid in a fairly hard rain, and numerous 
places of raveling (Fig. 30) and segregated mix have resulted. This 
lowered the efficiency of the tack coat and cooled the mix before it could 
be compacted. 
Control Section (ADT 1 125) - Performance maps on pages A - 3 7  
and A- 3 8  show that this PAC 7 asphaltic binder section has only a few 
minor failures. The surface has four smaU places d£ raveling and 
Fig. 28. Area of Weak Base and W orn Pavement N..::ar 
Southern End of Perry County Test Section 
{Before Paving). 
Fig. 29. Longitudinal Cracking Near Edge <:"ct Sta. 13 +50 of 
Perry County Test Section (One Y8ar After Paving}. 
- 3 7 -
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Fig. 30. Raveled Area at Sta. 26 + 00 of Perry County T-2-st 
Section {Six Months After Paving). 
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two strips of edge cracking. The base is of the same construction as 
the test section, but the old surface was in poor condition, even after 
!eve ling patches were applied. The condition of this control section is 
very good, 
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Franklin County - US 460 (Sp Gr 45) 
Test Section (ADT 1435) - The performance maps for this road­
way are on pages A - 3 9  and A- 40. The reader can observe that this is 
one of the better performing test sections . The base - - two inches 
bituminous plant mix, two inches bituminous road mix, eight inches 
waterbound macadam -- is performing suitably and has settled in only 
one place . The major difficulty on this pavement is that there are 
frequent large areas where the mix was segregated. This was caused 
when the construction crew attempted by handwork to level and shape 
the new surface .  N o  preliminary patching was performed on this job, 
and all leveling work was accomplished during thf' paving operation . The 
CW Binder mix hardened too quickly for this type c onstruction. Trans­
verse hairline cracking, longitudinal cracking in the wheel tracks, edge 
cracking, and open construction joints (Fig. 31) are aU present on this 
section . 
Control Section (ADT 1435) - This section had the same type 
base as the test section but is located through a more rolling terrain. 
The shoulders are weak and narrow, and edge cracking is the most 
prominent failure (performance maps on pages A - 4 1  and A-42). Base 
movement caused the cracking at Sta. 1 + 50 and the edge settlement at 
Sta. 47 + 00. A number of areas of segregated mix is also noted in 
this PAC 5 asphaltic binder mix, but these are not as prominent or as 
severe as on the CW Binder test portion. 
"'" -
Fig. 31. Open Transve-rse Construction Joint at Sta. 48 + .c1Q 
of Franklin County Test S>::ction (One Year After 
Paving). 
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Hopkins County � Ky. 70 (Sp 54-140) 
Test Section (ADT 2660) - The performance maps on pages 
A-43 and AC"44 illustrate that this section has cracked throughout and 
has failed severely. The base -- three and one-half inches bituminous 
road mix, three inches traffic-bound macadam -- is not adequate to 
support the coal trucks that use this route, and a large amount of vertical 
movement has occurred. Bleeding of a former seal coat which was 
applied to the old surface has come through the CW Binder mix in 
certain areas. With the exception of a few raveled regions, the CW 
Binder mix resisted any deformations of the base for the first six months. 
Then during the last one-half year, the experimental material appeared 
to loose flexibility, and a large amount of longitudinal cracking developed 
in the wheel tracks with occasional transverse cracking (Fig. 32) across 
both lanes. Severely opened construction joints, such as shown in Fig. 33, 
have required extensive patching. From Sta. 159 + 00 to the western 
end of the test section weak shoulders have allowed the base to move 
causing the pavement to crack (Fig. 34) in a number of places, In addi­
tion , the westbound lane from Sta. 160 + 00 to Sta. 165 + 00 has failed 
and had to be patched (Fig. 35). 
Control Se ttion (ADT 2660) - As recorded by the performance 
maps on pages A-45 and A-46, this section also has some regions where 
failures have developed. Most o£ this PAC 5 asphaltic binder roadway 
Fig. 32. Transverse Cracking at Sta. 117 + 00 of Hopkins 
County Test Section (One Year AlLer Pavint;). 
Fig. 33. Open Centerline Joint at Sta. 120 + 00 of Hopkins 
County Test Section (One Year After Paving). 
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Fig. 34. Cracking Near Sta. 159 + 00 of Hopkins County 
Test Section (One Year After Paving). 
Fig. 35. Failed and Patched Areas Near Sta. 164 + 00 o£ 
Hopkins County Test Section (One Year After Paving). 
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was placed on a grade. Weak, narrow shoulders and an inadequate 
base -- same as under test section -- have caused a large amount of 
edge cracking and scattered areas of settlement to occur. Bleeding of 
th� previously mentioned seat coat through this asphaltic mix has been 
noted at Sta. 76 + 00 and Sta, 92 + 00.  As in the case of the CW Binder 
section, most of these failures formed in the last six months, but 
their presence has not caused as damaging an affect as on the test 
section. 
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Warren County - Ky. 185 (IT Gr 14) 
Test Section (ADT 50) - Sta. 0 + 00 to Sta. 3 + 40 is of Class I 
( modified) base construction using R T - 12 binder. On the remainder of 
the section CW Binder was used in the same type of mix . The support� 
ing material - - two inches traffic-bound macadam - �  is a minimum 
design even for this route which c arries a very small number of vehicles 
daily. The R T-12 portion bled throughout (Fig. 36) during this past 
summer, but the only other trouble in this part is a settlement near 
Sta. 1 + 00. This area had to be patched within a month after paving. 
The portion of the test section paved with CW Binder mix has 
several failures , The reader can observe by studying the performance 
map on page A-47 that the combination of a weak base and the hard 
experimental mix has caused a large number of damaging openin gs. 
Numerous cases of base settlement (Fig. 37) , with large areas of crack­
ing (Fig. 38), have required some patching. The part from Sta. 20 + 00 
to Sta. 26 + 00 is where most of the sliding and cracking has developed. 
The pavement covers a steep grade between these two points,  and the 
base movement is very noticeable. 
Control Section (ADT 50) - The base and type of construction for 
this PAC 7 asphaltic binder section is the same as for the test section. 
As shown by the performance map on page A - 4 8 ,  this section is failing 
in a number of locations . There are large stretches of sliding and 
Fig. 36. Severe Bleeding Around Sta, 3 + 00 of RT- 1 2  
Portion of W arren County Test Section (One Year 
After Paving). 
Fig. 37. Cracking Over Base Movement Near Sta. 6 + 00 
of CW Binder Portion of W arren County Tes t 
Section (One Year After Paving). 
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Fig. 3 8 .  Sliding and Cracking Near Northern End of CW 
B inder Portion of Warren County T es t  Section 
(One Year After Paving), 
Fig. 39. Patched Area Over B a s e  Settlement Around Sta. 
49 + 50 of W arren County Control Section (Six 
Months After Paving). 
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longitudinal cracking on the two hills located between Sta. 26 + 00 and 
Sta. 44 + 00. The rest of the control section is in good condition except 
for four places of settlement .  One of these, illustrated in Fig. 39 , has 
been patched . The other three formed soon after construction but, due 
to the flexibility of the mix, have not progressed to any extent. 
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Roc;:kcastle County ::..]<;y· 6 1 8  (IT Gr 22) 
Test Se ction (ADT 75) � This test section is an initial treat­
ment of CW Binder in Class I base (modified) mix over three inches of 
traffic-bound macadam. The base has performed adequately,  and the 
roadway is in near perfect condition (Fig . 40). There are three areas 
where the mix is open textured and three places with min or raveling. 
Also , as shown by the performance map on page A-49 , the edge has 
cracked in £our places because of weak and narrow shoulders. 
Control Section (ADT 75) - The base is of the same construction 
as the test section, but two places of edge settlement have been noted 
( performance map on page A-50). Also, five areas of raveling have 
developed in the last six months .  However, this PAC 7 asphaltic binder 
control section has a fairly tight surface and is performing suitably 
(Fig. 4 1) .  
Fig. 40. General View of Middle Portion of Rockcastle 
County Test Section {One Year After Paving) . 
Fig, 41. General View of Western E n d  of Rockcastle County 
Control Section (One Year After Paving) . 
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III . E VALUATIONS OF SKID- RESISTANCE AND ROUGHNESS 
The initial friction and roughness tests were performed in 
November , 1959 , which was soon after construction and before weather-
ing and traffic could have p.ad any signficant influence upon the surface 
' 
characteristics of the pav<!ments . Subsequent tests, spaced approxi-
mately at 6-month intervals , in May and October, 1960, were in-
tentionally scheduled so as to reflect the changes, if any, at the end 
of a winter and summer season respectively. The tests were conducted 
without any particular regard to temperature or weather; of course, 
no tests were made during freezing weather. An attempt was made to 
retain the characteristics inherent to the methods of testing so as to 
minimize ambient influences, Some of the roadways were characterized 
by curves, steep grades , and high crowns which interferred with the 
measurements. Thus, on most sections sufficient distance in which to 
make the desired length of traverses and tests was limited, and on 
some sections this undoubtedly affected the reliability of results. 
Skid-Resistance: By Skewed- Wheel Method 
The Kentucky Highway Materials Research Laboratory's skewed-
wheel test* was used to measure the side friction induced between the 
* Havens, J. H. , "Skid Prevention Studies in Kentucky, " Proceedings , 
First International Skid Conference, Part II, August 1959 , pp. 339 - 340. 
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pavement and the front tires of the test vehicle . This was the only 
test method that was used throughout aU of the series of testing, and 
the results therefrom are tabulated by projects and dates in Table 2 
(Appendix "B").  These data, as well as frictional values obtained by 
other method s of testing , were averaged for the respective types of 
surfaces ; and these results are given in Table 6 (Appendix "B"). 
In considering the wet-friction coefficients , the over- all values for the 
control sections and the 3-component CW Binder sections were equal 
in November , 1959 ; whereas , in May, 1960, the coefficients on all 
sections had reduced slightly -- but more so on the CW Binder sections . 
This trend was also apparent in October, 1960. 
By assigning a "plus" , 1 1 mi nus1 1 , or " zero" to each of the 
projects to indicate whether or not the CW Binder section had the 
higher , tower, or equal coefficients as compared to the control sections, 
the wet , skewed-wheel test rated the 13 sections as follows: 
November - 1959 
+ 4 - 7 0- 2 
May - 1960 
+ 2 - 9 0-2 
October - 1960 
+ 2 - ll 0- 0 
Total 
+ 8 - 27 0-4 
Percent 
20 70 10 
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Thus, 20 percent of the CW Binder sections had coefficients of friction 
which were higher than the control sections; 70 percent were lower; 
and 1 0  percent were approximately equal. 
The only comparison that could be made with respect to the 
2�component binder and R T - 1 2  sections indicated that the 2-component 
binder was slightly less skid-resistant than the 3-com\ponent CW Binder; 
whereas , the R T- 1 2  values were a little higher than those from the 
3-component binder and were approximately the same as those from 
the control section. 
Concurrently with the wet-friction testing , skewed-wheel 
measurements were also made on the dry pavements. Dry-friction 
values, of course , tend to be higher and more uniform than wet- friction 
values; and they were used more as a calipration reference than as a 
criterion of skid- resistance .  However, at the end of one year, the 
dry- friction coefficients for the control sections were slightly lower 
than those for the test sections. 
Skid·eResistance: NGSA , Bicyc le-Wheel M!lthod 
The National Crushed Stone Association friction wheel* was 
not used in the initial tests but was used in all subsequent tests to 
supplement the skewed -wheel method. Approximately 2000 individual 
* Dillard, J .  H. , and Allen, T. M. , "Correlation Study, " 
First International Skid P revention Conference, Part II, 
1959 , p. 400. 
Proceedings, 
August, 
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tests were made during the 6- month and 1 - year test series. By this 
method , the "skid" was about five degrees higher on the CW Binder 
than on the control sections; this was so in both the 6-month and 
l - year series of tests. However , even though this margin of difference 
persisted , the actual "skid" values increased between the 6 - month and 
1 - year tests. Data in T ables 3 and 6 (Appendix "B") show that the 
over- all increase was in the order of three degrees for control and 
CW Binder sections and two degrees for the RT - 12 section . 
Comparisons of the projects by the NCSA friction wheel ,  in a 
manner described for the skewed-wheel test results, rated the sections 
as follows: 
+ 2 
¥ay - 1 9�0 
- 111 
October - 1960 
0- 0 
+ 1 - 1 2  0 - 0  
Total 
+ 3 - 23 0 - 0  
Percent 
1 2  8 8  0 
Only two of the CW Binder sections in May and one in October , 1 2  
percent of the projects, indicated a "skid" value lower than the control 
sections. 
In computing the average values for the NCSA wheel , only the 
outer and inner wheel tracks were considered. However, generally 
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the inner-wheel track proved to be the slickest portion of the pave­
ment, and the areas between the wheel tracks proved to be the most 
"skid" resistant. There was also a decrease in the apparent friction 
values for both the wheel tracks and the areas between them during the 
period from May, 1960, to October ,  1960. 
Skid- Resistance: By Traction Method 
Accelerations of the test vehicle while "scratching off" from 
a dead stop were measured in g ' s  which are related to the frictional 
properties of the pavement. The greater the acceleration of the vehicle 
during spinning of the rear wheels, the greater the friction between the 
tire and the pavement . Only the rear wheels were in traction; and, 
therefore, the test does not represent an exact counterpart to the 
locked-wheel decelerometer test method . However, the values from 
the traction test would be approximately half the magnitude of the 
values that would be expected from the decelerometer test . 
In May of 1960, traction tests were performed on the pavements 
when dry and when wet. The acceleration on the CW Binder, dry, 
slightly exceeded that of the control sections. In May, the wet-test 
results were slightly higher on the CW Binder sections than on the 
control sections. In October, the values from the control sections reduced 
slightly; whereas, those from the CW Binder sections subsided con­
siderably more (See Table 4, Appendix "B"). By this method the 
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sections compared as follows: 
May - 1960 
+ 5 - 6 0- 1 
October- 1960 
+ 1 - 8 0-3 
Total 
----
+ 6 - 14 0-4 
Percent 
2 5  5 8  17 
For May, 1960, the results show almost equal ratings for both types of 
surfaces ; however , the October tests indicated higher friction values 
on most of the control sections. 
Both the 2- component binder sections and the R T-12 sections, 
after the first six months of use, registered higher friction values than 
did the control section or the 3-component binder sections. During 
the succeeding six months the values for all of the test sections subsided 
below the values for the control sections. The RT-12 sections , then, 
had the lowest friction values. 
Skid-Resistance: Sumn:_ary 
By assigning equal importance to each of th e methods of test 
and by combining the results therefrom for each test period, a summary 
evaluation of the CW Binder sections , a s  compared to the control 
sections, was derived and is given below: 
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Skewed-Wheel Test, November - 1959 
+ 4 - 7 0 - 2  
30"/o 54 % 16% 
Cdmbined R esults, May � 1960 
+ 9 -26 0-3 
24o/o 68% 8o/o 
Combined Results, October - 1960 
+ 4 - 31 0-3 
11% 81 o/o 8o/o 
Combined Results, November - 1959 , May and October - 196(J 
+ 17 - 64 0- 8 
19% 72o/o 9o/o 
Although the summary evaluation shows rather conclusively that 
the CW Binder sections have a tendency to become more stippery than 
the control sections, the actual magnitudes of the diffe renee s in coe£-
ficients of friction , as derived from the several tests, were rather small 
(See Table 6,  Appendix "B"). 
Pavement Roughness Evaluation 
A roughness test�' was performed on all of the projects on which 
it was possible to drive the test vehicle at 51. 5 mph . The results 
* Gregg, L .  E .  and Foy , W .  S. , "Triaxial Acceleration Analysis 
Apptied to Evaluation of Pavement Riding Qualities, "  Proceedings ,  
Highway Research Board , VoL 34, 19 55. 
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from each test are given in the form of roughness index number which 
may be regarded merely as scalar values of roughness. Thus, an 
increase in the roughness index for each section during the test intervals 
is sufficient to describe the deterioration of the section of pavement . 
Using this as a basis for comparatively evaluating the performance of 
the control sections and the test sections, Table 5,  Appendix "B" , indi­
cates that the CW Binder sections suffered the larger percentage of 
deterioration during the first six months. A similar but less pronounced 
trend persisted through the second six months also. 
There was not a sufficient number of 2-component binder sections 
and RT� l2 sections to permit an evaluation of them on the basis of 
roughness. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
,, 
The Research Division of the Kentucky Department of Highways 
has observed the construction and evaluated the first year ' s  performance 
of 10. 2 miles (13 test sections) of roadway using the experimental CW 
Binder mix and 11. 5 miles ( 13 control sections) of pavement surfaced 
with standard asphaltic binder mixes. 
The following is a list of characteristics of the material observed 
during construction: 
a. The CW Binder coated the aggregate exceptionally 
well. 
b. Traffic could be permitted on a pavement that had 
been paved with CW Binder mix very early without 
apparent damage. 
c .  Fumes given off by the CW Binder hot mix created 
a hazardous and difficult working condition for the 
construction personnel. 
d. The CW Binder mix was difficult to finish after initial 
compaction. However, the densities of the mixes 
on the test and control sections taken one year after 
construction and tested in the laboratory ( Table 7 
in Appendix "B" ) .  were about the same for both the 
experimental and standard materials. 
e. A tar-type tack coat would probably be more compatible 
with the experimental binder than the cut - back or 
emulsified asphalt tack used. 
The following is a list of characteristics of the material observed 
during the period of the first year 's performance : 
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a. The experimental material lacked flexibility; 
edge cracking developed rapidly; old surface 
and base failures soon reflected through it ; 
and rave ling of the fine aggregate produced a 
rough textured surface. 
b. The CW Binder mix did not bond with itself or 
other paving mixes after the set -up; and, 
therefore, the cold cente rtine and transverse 
construction joints soon opened. 
c. Raking and handwork on the surface and approaches 
were difficult and ineffective. 
d. Surfaces made with CW Binder mix have a ten­
dency to become more slippery than those made 
with standard asphaltic mixes , but the actual 
magnitude of the difference in coefficients of 
friction is very smalL 
e. CW Binder mix deteriorates , in regards to rough­
ness, more quickly than standard asphaltic 
binder mixes. 
Some of the above difficulties have been observed in the standard 
asphaltic binders but have not developed to such a severe degree in a 
1- year-_period.  
The R T- 1 2  binder and 2-coml\onent CW Binder were not used in 
quantities large enough to accurately compare them with the materials 
already discussed . They seem to have some of the same brittleness 
characteristics that caused most of the troubles encountered in the 3 -
component CW Binder, but further observations wilt be necessary to 
confirm this. 
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Additional advantages and disadvantages of this new material 
may show up in the next few years. In order to fully evaluate the CW 
Binder, the Research Division plans to observe the performance and 
continue the field and laboratory testing as required. 
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TABLE 2 
SKEWED - WHEI=L TF!=:T DATA 
DRY WET 
LOCATION BINDER NOV ' 59 MAY 1 60 OCT 1 60 NOV 1 59 MAY 1 60 OCT ' 60 TRAFFIC 
p. }J. Jl }J. Jl }J. AJJT 
SP Gr 6 PAC-7 0 .73 0 . 75 0 .78 0 . 62 0 .  70 62.5 
Ky . 101 cw -0 .72 -0 . 74 -0 .77 -0 . )8 -0 . 60 1025 
SP Gr 11 PAC-5 0 . 8 1  0 . 80 0 . 79 0 . 77 0 ,73 0 . )4 14150 
Urban cw 0 . 81 -0 .77 o. 79 - 0 . 76 -0.64 -0 . 48 14150 
SP Gr 11 PAC-) 0 .78 0 . 77 0 . 76 0 . 76 0 . 72 0 . 62 11000 
Rural ow +0.81 0 . 77 +0.81 0 . 76 -0 .70 -0 . 56 11000 
RT-12 +0.83 0 . 77 +0.78 +0.80 -0 .71 -0 . )8 11000 
2-C omp . +0.82 -0.76 +0.78 -0 . 75 -0 .71 -0.)7 11000 
SP Gr 16 PAC-5 0 . 87 0 .77 0 . 7 2  0 . 83 0 , 78 0 , 68 lJOO 
Ky. 39 cw +0 .89 +0.78 +0.76 +0 . 87 -0 .77 -0 . 66 1070 
SP Gr 18 PAC-7 0 . 85 0 .77 0 .72 0 . 83 1075 
Ky . 114 cw -0 .82 -0 . 75 - 0 . 70 -0.80 1075 
SP Gr 31 PAC-7 0 . 84 0 .83 0 , 74 0 . 81 0 . 7 1  0 .72 2825 
US 31E cw -0 . 82 +0.84 +0,85 -0.79 -0.70 +0. 73 2825 
SP Gr 32 PAC-5 0 .  73 0 . 86 0 . 84 0 . 71 0 . 79 0 . 7 0  1350 
US Lf21 ow +0.74 +0 . 87 -0 . 81 +0 . 7 )  +0 . 7? -0.66 1350 
SP Gr 37 PAC-5 0 . 85 0 . 69 0 . 68 0 .80 0 , 64 0 . 5 1  2225 
us 60 CW +0 . 86 +0.74 +0 . 70 +0 . 85 +0. 69 +0.5) 2407 
SP Gr 38 PAC-7 0 , 84 0 . 88 0 .78 0 . 78 0 .72 1125 
Ky 699 cw +0 . 85 -0 . 82 0 .78 0 .78 -0 . 59 1125 
SP Gr 45 PAC-5 o .  75 0 . 84 0 . 77 0 .75 0 . 75 0 . 68 1435 
us 460 CW +0.77 -0 . 82 0 .77 -0 . 73 0 . 7 5  -0 . 67 1435 
SP 54-140 PAC-5 0 . 83 0 . 84 0 . 72 0 . 82 0 . 67 0 . 69 2660 
Ky . 70 ow o . B3 -0.82 +0 .73 -0 . 80 - 0 . 66 -0 . 66 2660 
I T  Gr 14 PAC-7 0 .75 0 . 77 0 .74 0 . 63 0 . 7 3  5 0  
ow 0 .75 -0.75 +0 . 78 -0.62 -0.71 50 
RT-12 0 .75 0.77 +0 .79 +0 .65 +0.77 50 
I T  Gr 22 PAC-7 0 . 84 0 . 80 0 . 83 0 . 84 0 .78 0 .75 75 
Ky 618 CW -0. 79 +0.82 +0 . 86 -0 . 83 +0 .81 -0 .71 75 
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TABLE 3 
NCSA FRICTION WHEEL TEST DATA ( 19601 
LOCATION BINDER Wl'lEEL Tl\A.CK T!!AFFIO 
OutsiQ,e Between In§ide Averaa ADT 
May Oct.  May Oct. May Oct. May Oct. 
SP Gr 6 PAC-7 63. 69 60 63 65 67 64 68 625 
cw 84 7 1  72 66 8) 80 -84 -76 1025 
SP Gr 11 PAC-5 68 95 72 89 72 89 70 92 14150 
Urban ow 72 79 85 74 78 86 -75 +83 14150 
SP Gr 11 PAC-5 75 74 66 65 77 83 76 78 11000 
Rural cw 76 88 63 63 83 86 -79 -87 11000 
RT-12 74 88 66 62 70 66 -+?2 "'17 11000 
2-Comp. 78 75 55 68 81 73 -80 -+?4 11000 
SP Gr 16 PAC-5 73 66 70 61 73 64 7) 65 1)00 
cw 62 66 54 67 65 82 +63 -?4 1070 
SP Gr 18 PAC-7 66 71 56 65 58 68 62 70 1075 
cw 72 73 59 64 66 72 -69 -73 1075 
SP Gr 31 PAC-7 54 67 57 59 59 64 56 66 2825 
cw 73 66 71 63 73 70 -73 -68 2825 
SP Gr 32 PAC-5 64 66 53 60 63 67 64 67 1350 
cw 72 89 57 59 67 72 -69 -?6 1)50 
SP Gr 37 PAC-5 78 67 67 65 7 3  70 75 68 2225 
cw 67 70 55 64 77 76 +72 -73 2407 
SP Gr 38 PAC-7 72 67 56 57 67 66 69 67 1125 
cw 76 73 62 68 83 78 -79 -?6 1125 
SP Gr 45 PAC-5 64 66 52 56 70 67 67 67 1435 
cw 72 68 58 57 72 75 -72 -72 1435 
SP 54-140 PAC-5 66 65 63 61 67 71 66 68 2660 
CW 72 73 59 59 69 72 -71 -73 2660 
IT Gr 14 PAC-7 67 61 63 69 63 68 50 
CW 70 66 65 74 -65 -72 50 
RT-12 64 61 66 65 -66 +65 50 
IT Gr 22 PAC-7 65 63 57 61 61 69 63 66 75 
ow 67 66 64 56 68 68 -68 -67 75 
• 
Expressed in Degree s_  
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TABLE 4 TABLE 5 
TRACTION TEST DATA ROAD ROUGHNESS T EST DATA 
LOCATION EINDER 1960 1960 1959 1960 1960 TRAFFIC 
MAY OCT . NOV. MAY OCT. ADT 
Dry Wet Wet 
-
SP Gr 6 PAC-7 0 . 35° 0 . 28 0 . 27 532" 609 726 625 
cw. 0 . 39 0 .28 -o . 24 680 882 1025 
SP Gr 11 PAC-5 0 . 37 0 . 23 0 . 21 14150 
Urban ow 0 . 42 -0.16 0 . 21 14150 
SP Gr 1 1  PAC-5 0 . 33 0 .23 0 . 25 436 460 485 11000 
llura1 cw 0 . 38 -0.22 -0.22 347 511 570 11000 
RT-12 0 . 38 +0 . 25 -0.18 390 485 553 11000 
2-Com:p . 0 . 36 +0 .25 -0. 23 569 527 539 11000 
SP Gr 16 PAC-5 0 . 33 0 . 23 0 . 26 666 630 751 1300 
cw 0 . 37 +0 . 24 0.26 575 634 680 1070 
SP Gr 18 PAC-7 0.44 0 . 23 0 . 30 507 610 1075 
cw 0 . 42 +0 . 28 -0.28 450 575 1075 
SP Gr 31 PAC-7 0 . 40 0 . 26 483 497 498 2825 
Cl' 0 . 45 +0. 27 482 527 547 2825 
SP Gr 32 PAC-5 0 . 34 0 . 28 0 . 29 609 644 705 1350 
ow 0 . 42 -0 .27 -0.25 b82 722 676 1350 
SP Gr 37 PA0-5 0 . 23 0 . 26 484 507 449 2225 
ow +0.27 0 . 26 421 474 461 2407 
SP Gr 38 PAC-7 0.48 O . JJ 0 . 27 476 490 1125 
cw 0 . 40 -0. 27 -0 . 2) 511 593 1125 
SP Gr 45 PAC-5 0 . 28 0 . 24 750 720 678 1435 
Clf -0 .27 -0 . 2) 814 750 718 1435 
SP 54-140 PAC-5 0 . 31 0 . 26 596 642 591 2660 
Clf 0 . 31 -0.25 547 708 610 2660 
I T  Gr 14 PAC-7 0 . 45 0 . 31 50 
Clf 0 . 39 -0.30 50 
RT-12 0 . 36 0 . ) 1  so 
I T  Gr 22 PAC-7 0 . 40 0 . 24 0 . 28 75 
Clf 0 . 33 +0 . 27 -0.24 75 
• 
X Expressed in Terms of Roughness Expressed in g ' • ·  
Index. 
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TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF FRICTION TEST DATA 
SKEWED WHEEL TEST 
(Average of 6000 readings ) 
Dry Wet 
1959 1960 1959 1960 
Nov. Maz Oct . Nov. !1!lZ Oct. 
Std. * 0 . 81 0 . 8 0  0 . 77 2...2!1. � 0 . 68 
ow 0.81 0 . 80 0 . 78 0 . ?8 2..11 0 . 64 
2-comp. 0 . 82 o .  76 0,78 0 . 75 0 .71 0 .57 
RT-12 0.83 0 . 76 0 .78 0 . 79 0 . 68 0 .68 
FRICTION WHEEL TEST (In dagrees) 
May & Oc t .  1960 ( 2000 test s )  
Outside Between Inside Wheel Track 
Wheel Track Whee), Track Wheel Track Average 
May Oct . May Oct.  May Oct.  May Oc t .  
Std . *  67 69 61 63 67 7l 21. ZQ. 
ow 72 73 63 64 73 77 E 25. 
2-comp. 78 75 55 68 81 73 80 74 
RT-12 74 76 66 62 68 66 69 7 1  
TRACTION TEST ( In g 1 s )  
May & Oct . 1960 ( 330 tests) 
May 1960 Oct.  1960 
Dry Wet Wet 
Std. 0 0 . 388 0. 264 0.262 
ow 0 . )96 0.260 0.246 
2-comp. 0 . 35 6  0 . 246 0 . 2)0 
RT-12 0 . 370 0 . 276 0 . 182 
*PAC-5 and PAC-7 Standard Asphaltic Binder 
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TABLE 1 
TEST RESULTS FOR CORE SAMPLES 
Group No. & Binder Sta. No. Wheel Track Lane Thickness Unit Wt. Unit Wt. Marshall Data 
Date Sampled Bulk Satur11ted 
Surface Dry Stability Flow 
S.P.  Gr. 6 ow 2<00 Outside Soutilbound 2.8 1)8.6 14J .l 1754 1).2 
10 Oct. 60 ow 3+00 Betweoen Southbound 2 . 0  1)6.2 14).7 llt02 1).0 
ow )+00 Outside Northbcund l . 9  1)1.4 1)9.4 1502 13.5 
ow 2+00 Between Northbound 2.0 1)4.1 141.0 1668 11,8 
PAC-7 115+00 Outside Southbound 1)1.9 lln.o m 7 . 3  
PAC-7 116+00 Between Southbound l . 3 1)1,4 140.7 268 7 - 3  
PAC-7 116+00 Outside Northbound 2 . o  1)6. 2 141 , )  191 5-7 
PAC-7 115+00 Between Northbound 1 .  7 1)6 .2 140.6 164 5-5 
S,P. Gr. 11 2-Comp . 0\� 8+50 Outside Northbound 1 . 3  1)1 . 7 144.5 HlJ5 8.7 
Rural 2-0omp. OW 9+50 Between Northbound l.7 1)8.5 14? .1 650 9.0 
19 Sept. 60 
z..�;Comp. CW 9+50 Outside Southbo'.lnd 1.5 1)6.1 147 .3 650 5-9 
2-0onrp. OW 8+50 Between Southbound 1.8 135.9 148,1 521 7.3 
3-0omp. OW 52+00 Outside Northbound 1.8 138.5 145.8 1096 7.8 
3-0mnp . OW 51+00 :Between Northbound 2.3 14o,6 145.2 7J3 14.2 
3-0omp. OW 51+00 Outside Southbound 1.8 136.8 145 .6 833 7.8 
)-Oomp. CW 52+00 Between Southbound 1.8 142.1 146.0 10)0 7 . 8  
RT-12 19+00 Outside Northbound 1.9 147.1 
RT-12 20+00 Between Northbound 1. 3 139,8 
RT-12 20+00 Outside Southbound 1. 4 147.4 14? . 5  173 10.0 
RT-12 19+00 Between Southbound 1.4 139.8 
FA0-5 53+ 50 Out aide Northbound 1.2 1)5.9 141 , 6  843 7. 7 
FA0-5 54+ so Between Northbound 0.9 1)2 . 7 139.6 848 8.0 
FA0-5 54+50 Outside Southbound 1.6 144.1 773 6.8 
l'AC-5 53+50 Betwe.on Southbound 1 .  7 142.9 703 6 . 8  
s.P. Gr. l l  cw W lOth Outside Northbound 1.0 130 . 1  146,0 3337 6.2 
Urban cw & Main :Between Northbound 0.9 140.6 146.4 2177 7 .7 
19 Sept. 60 
cw W lOth Outside Southbound 0.9 136.6 14).1 Z998 9-7 
cw & Main :Between Southbound 1.1 1)1.7 14).3 2648 7.8 
PA0-5 w 16th Outside Northbound 1.3 1)5.0 137.9 3.5 11.;} 
PAC-5 & Main Between Nor:thbound 2.0 1)6.9 148 11.7 
PAC-5 w 16th Outeide Southbound 1.5 140.1 281 8.0 
PAC-5 & Main Between Southbound 1.0 1)0,8 1)8.6 325 10..0 
S,l'. Gr. 16 cw 2)9+00 Outside Southbound l . 6  127.5 140,0 l.ll88 14,) 
4 Oct. 60 cw 240+00 Between Southbound 1 . 8  1)4.1 142.7 1487 1).0 
ow 240+00 Out�ide Northbound 1.5 1)2.6 140.8 22)0 14.1 
cw 2)9+00 :Between Northbound 1. 9 1)). 7 141.2 1480 14.0 
PAC-5 29+00 Outside Southbound 1.5 1)5.) 142.9 535 12.2 
l'AC-5 )0+00 Between Southbound 1 . J 1)2.2 141.5 478 13.7 
l'AC-5 )0+00 Outside Northbound 1.6 1)2.1 141.9 319 9.3 
PAC-5 29+00 Between Northbound 1.9 1)6.2 14).) 247 13.8 
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TABLE 1 ( CONTINUED} 
Group N o .  & Binder Sta. No, Wheel Tra.ck L•no Thickness Uni t Wt. Unit Wt. Marshall Data. 
Date Sampled Bulk Saturated 
Surface Dry Stability Flow 
S.P.  Gr, 18 ow 50+00 Outside Eastbound 1.2 1)5.0 142 .) 1800 6 . 2  
8 Sept. 60 OW 50+50 Between Eastbound 0.9 129.1 141.6 2022 5 . 7  
ow 50'!{)0 Outside WeetOound 1.6 1)0.9 144 . 1  46'<J 8 . 0  ow 50+50 Eetween Westbound 1 . 1  124.8 142.) 2498 9 . 2  
PAC-? 53+50 Outside Eastbound 0.9 1)6,1 14). 7 1298 9 . 5  
PAC-? 54+00 Between Eastbound 137.1 142.9 161? 8 .  5 
PAC-7 54+00 Outside Westbound 1)),0 144.8 1422 9 . 8  
PAC-? 53+50 Between Westbound 1)2.8 14),) 984 9 . 7  
S.P. Gr, )l ow ))0+00 Outside Southbound 1.5 1}5.) 145.4 2978 10.8 
7 Oct, 60 ow 329+00 Between Southbound 1.2 135.8 146.0 3315 10.7 
ow 329+00 Outsijie Northbound 1.2 137.2 145.8 2985 8 . )  
ow ))0+00 Between Northbound 1 . 1  133.8 14) • .5 2913 10.0 
PAC-? 290+00 Outside Southbound 1.8 134.8 142.1 Lo40 8 . 0  
PAC-? 289+00 Between Southbound 1 . 8  138.0 144,1 552 10.2 
PAC-? 290+00 Outside Northbound 1.6 136.9 14,5.6 932 11.7 
PAC-7 289+00 :Between Northbound 1.5 136.9 14,5.8 1122 11 . .5  
S.P. Gr. 32 ow 375+00 Outside Southbound 1.7 136.4 143.3 1790 10.8 
5 Oct.  60 ow 376+00 :Between Southbound 1 . 5  136.0 141.4 1627 12.) 
ow 376+00 Outside Northbound 1 . 6  135.0 140.8 2268 10 . 2  ow 37.5+00 Between NorthboUlld 1.4 131.3 141 .0 1798 12.0 
PAC-.5 331+00 Outside Southbound 1 . 9  13.5 .9 141.9 440 10.8 
PAC-5 3)2+00 Between Southbound 1. 7 133.6 139.2 295 7 . 8  
PAC-5 3)2+00 Outside Northbound 1.8 1)4,6 142.7 347 9 .2 
PAC-5 331+00 Between Northbound 2.0 137.2 14),1 383 13,0 
S.P. Gr.  37 ow ,5lf+OO Outside Westbound 1.4 139.1 146.2 1.523 8 . 3  
7 Sept. 00 ow 55+00 Between Westbound 1.5 1)6.? 14,5 . 6 1086 11.8 
ow .5.5+00 Outside Eastbound 1 . 3  131.7 142.9 1485 10,2 ow 54+00 Between Eastbou.."ld 1.1 133.7 144.1 2078 10.3 
PAC-5 57+00 Outside Westbound 1)9.7 144.8 126? 11.7 
PAC-5 ,58+00 Between Westbound 1.6 137.2 143.3 1108 1 1 . 2  
PAC-5 58+00 Outside Eastbound 1.9 141,0 668 9 .o 
PAC-5 57+00 Between Eastbound 2.1 141.6 554 15.7 
S,P,  Gr. 38 ow 39+50 Outside Southbound 0 . 8  130.0 140.) JJO? 11.0 b Oct. 60 OW 40+50 Between Southbound 1.2 133 -J 142.3 3288 1� . o  
OW 40+50 Outside Northbound 2.0 129.5 140.6 867 17 .s  ow 39+50 Between North'bound 1.) 128.4 141.2 2030 12.7 
PAC-7 85+00 Outsid.e Southbound 1.7 135 . 8  141.9 504 10,0 
PAC-? 86+00 Between Southbound 1.7 lJJ . 7 140 .2 553 10,0 
PAC-? 86+00 Outside North'bo-=d 1.6 134.4 14).? 62) 10.8 
PAC-7 85+00 Between Northbound 1.8 1}6.2 141.9 411 ll.8 
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TABLE 7 ( CONTINUE D )  
Group No. & Binder Sta. No. Wheel Track lMO Thickness Unit Wt. Uni t Wt. Marshall Data 
Date Sampled Bulk Saturated 
Surface Dry Stabil1 ty Flow 
s.P, Gr. 4.5 ow 54+00 outside� Eastbound 1. 7 1)6.4 145.2 2120 11.2 
) Oct. 60 ow 55+00 Between Eastbound L 6  lJ?. J 145.6 2258 9.7 
ow 5.5+00 Outside Westbound l.1 1)2.6 144.1 4253 9 · 5  
cw 54+00 Between Westbound 0.6 1)2.0 14).8 5440 9 . 2  
PAC-5 2.00 Outside Eastbound LB 1)9.4 14,5.0 1083 8.? 
PAC-5 )+00 Between Eaetbound 2 . 1  140.5 14,5.8 819 9 . 5  
PA0-5 3+00 Outside Wastb�:Und 2.0 140.1 145 .4 ?l2 8.0 
PAC-.5 2+00 Between Westbound L4 137 , J  145.8 146.5 1).2 
S,P. ,54-140 cw 146+00 Outside Eastbound 1.4 1)3.6 141.0 1425 8.8 
11 Oct. 60 ow 14?+00 Between Eastbound L4 1)4.6 142.5 1611 lO.J 
ow 14?+00 Outside Westbound 1.2 1)1,1 140,0 )098 10.) 
cw 146+00 Between Westbound 1.1 1)1.5 1)9 .6 1528 9 . 0  
PA0-5 100+00 Outside Eastbound 1.3 1)5 . 1  14).6 128) 9 . 3  
PA.C-5 101+00 Between Eastbound 1.4 1)).6 140.0 6)8 9 . 7  
FAC-5 101+00 Outside Westbound 1.3 135.8 141.9 816 8.8 
PAC-.5 100+00 Between Westbound 1.4 134.6 140.6 975 8.8 
I.T. Gr. 14 cw 7+00 Outside Northbound 14).4 149 . 6  1655 26.) 
11 Oct. 60 cw 8+00 Between Northbound 145.5 151.8 2452 33.6 
cw 8>00 Outside Southbcund 142.0 151.8 2078 29.0 
cw 7+00 Between Southbound 143.6 150.4 1597 22.) 
RT-12 1+50 Outside Northbound 145 .8 148.9 1956 18.0 
RT-12 2+50 Between Northbound 146,0 150.6 2550 19.? 
RT-12 2+50 outside Southbound 14'7.2 150.2 543 20.8 
RT-12 1+50 Between Southbound 147 .2 149.8 383 16,0 
FAC-7 47+00 Outside Northbound 2.5 144,4 150.5 1294 25.7 
PAC-? 48+00 Between Northbound 141.5 144.8 10)8 24.0 
FA.C-7 48+00 Outside Southbound 14).4 150.6 1442 23.0 
FAC-7 47+00 Between Southbound 2.2 142 .0 149.4 1238 23.0 
I . T .  Gr. 22 ow 77+00 Outside Eastbound 144.0 146.8 1394 )0.8 
4 Oct. 60 cw 78+00 Between Eastbound 141.9 14?.1 1485 26.8 
cw 78+00 Outside Westbound 140.5 14? .1 998 33.2 
cw ??+00 Between Westbound 2.7 1)5.0 14).1 1051 )0.3 
PAC-7 80+50 Outside Eastbound 138.3 144.8 868 29.0 
PA0-7 81+50 Between Eastbound 140.2 145.9 1098 23.8 
P,A/:.-7 81+50 Outside Westbound 3 . 0  136.8 141.6 651 21.5 
PAC-? Bo+50 Between Westbound 3 . 1  135 . 1  140,0 372 23.5 
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